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Climate Action Advisory Committee - September 9, 2021
To the Select Board,
The Climate Action Advisory Committee encourages the Select Board to retain
SUSTAINABILITY as a critical priority for re-negotiating with CIVICO (i.e., CAAC recommends
that “Design of the project including building height, public spaces, sustainability features,
commercial spaces” be made priority #1 or #2).
When we first spoke to the Select Board about the Sustainability elements in the five proposals
for the Waterfield lot it was September 27, 2020, almost a year ago, and the Select Board and
Town Meeting had just completed the process of adopting Winchester’s new 2020 Climate
Action Plan. We iterated then how the CIVICO proposal is best aligned with the new Climate
Action Plan and how, among the five proposals, CIVICO’s will best serve the Town as a
demonstration project to showcase sustainability features for new construction. CAAC advises
the Select Board that sustainability should be considered a critical priority here for the Waterfield
development, and in all Winchester future development efforts.
Since last September, climate change has continued to accelerate and the most recent IPCC
report released on 8/7/21 from this internationally recognized gold-standard on climate research,
verifies and extends previous predictions. Here in Winchester in the past year, we have
experienced repeated heat waves, more frequent flash floods, damaging wind storms, and new
closures of Sandy Beach due to E.Coli and Cyanobacterial proliferation in the Mystic Lake,
which in part is traceable to phosphorous runoff from impervious surfaces during these extreme
rainstorms. Below shows a recent flash flood of the Aberjona River at Cross Street, causing
inconvenience, the expense of sending out Police and DPW, and safety hazards:

Cross Street, Thursday 8/19/21, 2:42 p.m.
Money invested in reducing community risk from climate impacts, such as these flash floods, is
money wisely invested. Waterfield is not an island and CIVICO’s design for sustainability
stresses the Waterfield development’s connections with our larger community. While each of the
five proposals included some sustainability actions, there was no close-second to CIVICO’s.
The CIVICO proposal also offers the largest number of affordable housing units, which is related
to climate considerations. There is a great need for affordable housing throughout our region, and
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that need will grow as climate change impacts regional housing stock. Affordable housing units
are often the most vulnerable homes due to location, quality of construction and the inability of
renters to rebuild following a natural disaster. The construction of high quality, energy efficient
apartments at the Waterfield site would create a sustainable affordable housing resource. At the
same time, it would help Winchester make progress toward the goal of 10% affordable housing
and also meet a demand for affordability that only continues to increase in our high-cost region.
As you know, sustainability was one of the original three priorities in the RFQ and RFP sent out
by the Town. CIVICO is able to offer significant sustainability elements because of funding
opportunities due to incorporation of a significant percentage of affordable housing units. This
re-negotiation process has to move forward in a timely fashion to take advantage of these
funding opportunities. Both sustainability and affordable housing should be prioritized in
renegotiations because of their mutually supportive elements. If the re-negotiation process is
fruitlessly delayed and CIVICO walks away, it is unlikely the Town will get another deal this
good for sustainability since we have already evaluated five proposals brought forward in
response to the initial RFPs.
Retaining sustainability as a top priority when renegotiating with CIVICO will allow Winchester
to make substantial strides forward in showcasing how our community can meet the challenges
of climate change and simultaneously increase affordable housing, work with the needs of our
local business community, and remain financially responsible.
Specific CIVICO Sustainability elements:










Energy supply – CIVICO’s solar array and the arrangement they have with the supplier
and the vendor will provide 100% renewable energy for heating and cooling as well as
powering EV chargers. This is in marked contrast to two developers who provided
sketches of rooftop solar panels, however verbally stated that the building would only be
‘solar ready’. As the cost of renewables continues to go down across the grid, the
electrified building will benefit from lower operating costs
Building efficiency – CIVICO offers LEED gold and will strive for ‘passive house’.
Buildings account for 63% of carbon pollution (GHGs) in Winchester. The more energy
efficient the building is, the lower the carbon pollution created by heating and cooling,
and the lower the operating costs over the lifetime of the building
Transportation – CIVICO’s design will make access to the MBTA open and inviting to
building residents, as well as to all Town residents and workers, thereby encouraging use
of public transportation. They also provide designated EV charging space and robust bike
storage; commuters who can bike to the MBTA reduce parking pressure
Flooding – CIVICO’s design will reduce flood risk and improve storm water filtration
through use of a vegetated swale on the south side to absorb water; a climate-smart park
that includes native species; a roof garden; and use of pervious materials where
appropriate
Heat island effect – CIVICO’s use of large trees strategically positioned to provide shade
on the north side of the development, while taking advantage of the shade of the building
itself on the south side of the plaza, is a cost-effective mechanism to reduce cooling costs
and to mitigate a heat island effect
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Solid waste – CIVICO includes flexibility to keep the existing Chamber of Commerce
building. This means less disruption of a portion of the site that is of concern
environmentally, and means significantly less solid waste generated from demolition
Public health and safety - CIVICO proposes to work with their third-party property
manager to integrate health and wellness initiatives that also reinforce climate objectives.
For example, the community roof garden simultaneously increases absorptive space and
offers related co-benefits such as the possibility of pollinator gardens

As you weigh the best deal against the best proposal, we urge you to keep Sustainability
(“Design of the project including building height, public spaces, sustainability features,
commercial spaces”) as a critical requirement and not negotiate other items from the developer
that would cause them to reduce any of the sustainability features that they have proposed.
Thank you,
The Winchester Climate Action Advisory Committee
Rick Eno (Chair)
Prassede Calabi (Vice Chair)
Ruth Trimarchi
Jason Roeder
Wei Chen
Alan Field

TO:

Waterfield Task Force

FROM:

John H.Suhrbier; Chair, Housing Partnership Board

DATE:

September 16, 2021

RE:

Priority Recommendation for Development of the Waterfield Parcel

The Housing Partnership Board recommends, consistent with the Request For Proposals, that
providing housing that is affordable over a broad range of income levels should continue as the
highest ranked criterion for the development of the Waterfield parcel. As discussed in the Housing
Partnership Board’s September 2, 2021 memorandum to the Select Board (which is being separately
provided to the Task Force), the remaining six considerations identified by the Select Board are
prioritized as follows: 2) design of the project, including building height, public spaces,
sustainability features, and commercial spaces; 3) long-term town oversight; 4) availability of public
parking; 5) revenue to the town; and 6) length of the ground lease.
Within this framework, the Waterfield Task Force should recommend ways in which the current
Land Development Agreement can be refined; rather than re-visit the results of years of collaborative
work that resulted in a strong consensus regarding how this Waterfield land should be re-developed.
Lynn Sweet’s suggestion to explore the revenue implications of converting some or possibly even
all of the current 80 percent Area Median Income (AMI) housing units to a 60 percent AMI income
limit is an example of a design refinement that is worth investigating.
Providing rental as opposed to condominium housing units, with two-thirds of the units restricted for
occupancy by households covering a mix of incomes ranging from 30 to 80 percent of AMI is
consistent with the adopted Winchester Master Plan, and the Town’s Housing Production Plan. The
Civico proposal addresses important Winchester housing challenges and needs.
The cost of housing in Winchester has increased dramatically in recent years, with the median price
to purchase a house now in excess of $1M and the average rent for a two bedroom apartment now
$2,600 per month. Unfortunately, these costs do not meet the needs of the full range of income
levels existing within the town. In order to maintain a diversity of income levels in town, more
affordable units need to be available. Forty-five percent of all renters in Winchester now are paying
thirty percent or more of their household income towards gross rent (rent plus utilities and fuel
costs), meaning that they are considered to be “cost burdened.” Thirty-one percent of Winchester
households earn $75,000 or less, with two percent of Winchester households having incomes below
the poverty level. It is lower income workers which includes those in service positions and public
servants that will particularly benefit from the proposed redevelopment of the Waterfield parcel. The
housing mix in Winchester increasingly consists of single family housing, with a steady decrease in
the number of available rental housing units. This leaves few affordable options for seniors, people
with disabilities, single adults, young families, and people working in Winchester, unless they have
other sources of income.
Providing mixed-income housing on the Waterfield land will expand the residential base and
diversity of the Town Center; resulting in important economic, community, and social benefits to
both Town Center businesses and the town. Making this publicly owned land available at a below
market rate enables these benefits to be achieved and provides value to the town.
We would be pleased to discuss any aspect of either this memorandum or the remarks made during
the public portion of the September 13 meeting with you in more depth if this would be helpful.

TO:

Select Board

FROM:

Housing Partnership Board

DATE:

September 2, 2021

RE:

Priority Recommendations for Development of the Waterfield Parcel

Winchester’s Housing Partnership Board met on August 18 and again on September 1, 2021, to
discuss and prioritize the six characteristics identified in the Select Board’s memorandum
establishing the five-member Waterfield Task Force. The important tradeoffs that need to be made in
establishing the relative importance of these considerations very much guided our discussion. As an
example, we considered what changes in the currently proposed project could be made to enable the
developer to increase the financial compensation to the town, and at the same time not reduce the
important benefits that town boards and others concluded would be provided by this development.
To begin, Housing Partnership Board members are pleased that the Select Board decided to continue
negotiations with Civico and that these discussions will take place during early October. Of the five
proposals that fully satisfied the submission requirements, the proposed development from Civico
was consistently rated as the most advantageous. Redevelopment of the current Waterfield surface
parking lot will result in significant economic benefits to Winchester’s Town Center as well as to the
entire town. A revision of the Civico proposal provides the best opportunity for achieving these
benefits.
We also are pleased that revisions to the Civico proposal will be guided by the work of an
independent financial consultant, Lynn Sweet and the LDS Consulting Group, and her analysis of
Civico’s financial pro forma. What are the large cost items where reductions potentially may be
possible? Are there changes in the design of the proposed project that would result in either
increased revenue to the developer or reduced operating costs, and therefore enable an increase in
the land payment paid to the town?
Overall Recommendation
Based on extensive input from the general public, the business community, and town boards, three
primary objectives were incorporated into the Request For Proposals (RFP) for redevelopment of the
Waterfield site. These are 1) providing mixed income rental housing; 2) the building design and site
layout should integrate thoughtfully with the surrounding neighborhood, especially the reconstructed
Winchester Center Commuter Rail Station and the Town Common; and 3) the project should result
in a reduction of carbon emissions and help achieve Winchester’s sustainability goals. It is
recommended that these same three objectives should be retained and receive highest priority in
guiding the continued negotiations with Civico. The development proposed by Civico is an excellent
use for town owned land as it accomplishes important town objectives.
In considering alternative ways of increasing revenue to the town, the challenge is to not eliminate or
significantly reduce the desired positive benefits that implementation of the current Civico proposal
would provide. The Select Board should be careful in suggesting significant modifications to what
currently is proposed. At the same time, we recognize that some changes in the currently proposed
design may have to be made if the desire is to provide increased financial compensation to the town.
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Accordingly, the Housing Partnership Board recommends that the six considerations identified in the
Select Boards charge to the Waterfield Task Force be prioritized as follows:
1. Mix of affordable and market rate housing units;
2. Design of the project, including building height, public spaces, sustainability features,
and commercial spaces;
3. Long-term town oversight:
4. Availability of public parking;
5. Revenue to the town;
6. Length of ground lease.
Among these, the first two are strongly and unanimously recommended as being of far more
importance than the remaining four, and are discussed in the remainder of the main body of this
memorandum. Since the remaining four also have important implications for both the mix of
affordable housing and the design of the project, these are separately discussed in an addendum.
Priority 1 - Mix of Affordable and Market Rate Housing Units
The Housing Partnership Board recommends that the highest priority be given to providing a mix of
affordable and market rate housing that serves a broad range of Winchester income levels.
Providing rental as opposed to condominium housing units, with a majority of the units restricted
for occupancy by households covering a mix of incomes ranging from 30 to 80 percent of the Boston
Area Median Income (AMI) is consistent with the adopted Winchester Master Plan, and the Town’s
Housing Production Plan. The Civico proposal addresses important Winchester housing challenges
and needs. Making this publicly owned land available at a below market rate value enables these
benefits to be achieved.
The cost of current housing in Winnchester, unfortunately, does not serve the full range of income
levels existing within the town. In order to maintain a diversity of income levels in town, more
affordable units need to be available. Forty-five percent of all renters in Winchester now are paying
thirty percent or more of their household income towards gross rent (rent plus utilities and fuel
costs), meaning that they are considered to be “cost burdened.” Thirty-one percent of Winchester
households earn $75,000 or less, with two percent of Winchester households having incomes below
the poverty level. It is lower income workers which includes those in service positions and public
servants that will particularly benefit from the proposed redevelopment of the Waterfield parcel. The
housing mix in Winchester increasingly consists of single family housing, with a steady decrease in
the number of available rental housing units. This leaves few affordable options for seniors, single
adults, young families and people working in Winchester unless they are wealthy or hold highpaying jobs.
One suggestion that has been made is to replace some portion of the affordable deed restricted
housing units with market rate units. While such a change could result in increased revenue to the
developer and the town, such a change works against the town’s adopted housing goals. Further,
care should be taken in reducing the number of units that will serve households earning less than 60
percent of the Boston AMI as this may jeopardize the developer’s ability to obtain Low Income
Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC), an important element of the financing plan for the proposed project.
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Priority 2 - Design of the Project, Including Building Height, Public Spaces, Sustainability
Features, and Commercial Spaces
The current Civico proposal achieves the town’s objectives for a high quality physical design and
sustainable development. The Housing Partnership Board recommends maintaining this high quality
design as the second highest priority recommendation.
The Civico proposal was highly ranked for achieving the objective of a building design and site
layout that integrate thoughtfully with the surrounding neighborhood. This includes the building
design itself with the arched entrance, the reconstructed Winchester Center Commuter Rail Station
and the Town Common, the provision of public space, achieving a continuity of commercial space
along Waterfield Road, and restoration of the former Chamber of Commerce Building.
With respect to sustainability and the reduction of carbon emissions, the desire was for a pilot
implementation project demonstrating how these objectives could be achieved in new residential and
mixed-use developments constructed in Winchester. The proposed Civico development
accomplishes this objective. The August 7, 2021, release of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s (IPCC) sixth assessment report emphasizes the urgency of implementing the measures
incorporated into the Civico design.
To further explore the tradeoffs involving the physical design of both the building and the overall
site, the Housing Partnership Board recommends that the Select Board ask the Civico team to
identify three or four potential building and site design changes and how each of these changes
would affect their ability to provide a higher payment to the town. The Select Board then could
prioritize these candidate changes for further discussion during the formal negotiation of a revised
Land Development Agreement.
Moving Forward
Members of the Housing Partnership Board look forward to continuing to support the Select Board
and the Town as work continues to redevelop this Waterfield land in order to achieve the desired
economic benefits. Towards this end, we would be pleased to discuss any aspect of this
memorandum with you in more depth and to support the Select Board as you discuss with Civico in
the upcoming weeks potential changes to the Land Development Agreement.
Every project involves important trade-offs. It is important that these trade-offs be identified,
discussed, and understood; and the Select Board’s approach and time schedule for the continued
negotiation enables this to be accomplished.
John H. Suhrbier, Chair
Winchester Housing Partnership Board
Attachment
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Addendum
Discussion of Recommended Priorities 3-6
Priority 3 - Long-Term Town Oversight
The Housing Partnership Board agrees that it is essential that the Land Development Agreement and
the subsequent Land Lease provide for long-term town oversight of management, maintenance,
periodic rehabilitation, affordability, and building ownership. A well maintained building is essential
to attracting tenants and maintaining profitability. Achieving this oversight will help ensure the
financial success over time of the Waterfield project.
Priority 4 - Availability of Public Parking
The Housing Partnership Board recognizes the importance of providing parking as part of a
residential development and that public parking within the Town Center, in general, is of interest to
residents and businesses. While the availability of public parking is an important element of the
proposed Civico design, addressing broader Town Center parking issues should not become a high
priority objective of the currently proposed Waterfield redevelopment. Accordingly, the Housing
Partnership Board recommends that public parking should have a lower priority than the higher
ranked considerations.
The Housing Partnership Board found it difficult, given current information, to address Civico’s
proposed availability of public parking. Will the 40 public parking spaces that Civico is proposing
be available for commuters, for owners of Town Center businesses, for employees of Town Center
businesses, for shoppers and visitors, or for some mix? The Housing Partnership Board recommends
a high priority for shopper and visitor parking, a low priority for parking by business owners and
their employees, and that commuter parking not be allowed.
Civico has stated that they intend to charge for this public parking, but the amount of this charge has
not yet been specified. Will the charge correspond to that of the town’s current pay stations, to the
current permit fees, or will it be at a commercial rate?
The Housing Partnership Board also recommends that the concept of shared parking be explored so
as to allow for the more efficient use of these spaces. As used within the practices of parking and
building management, the concept of shared parking involves the use of some portion of the
available parking to serve two or more individual uses without conflict. It is typically implemented
as a way to maximize the usage of parking spaces, as most parking spaces are only used part of the
time by a particular user group or for a particular facility.
Given the interest in parking within the larger Town Center, the current work of the Select Board and
the Waterfield Task Force provides an opportunity to review and publicize the results of the multiple
previous and current Town Center parking studies. It is important that residents and businesses
understand the important findings of these analyses. These include the 2011 Nelson/Nygaard
comprehensive inventory and assessment, the Walker Consultants evaluation of potential sites for a
parking garage, and the current work by Toole Design that includes an examination of the
interrelationships between parking and public design decisions in the downtown. The availability of
public parking within the Waterfield development should be considered in the context rather than
independently of these previous and on-going parking efforts that are broader in their geographic
scope than just the Waterfield land parcel.
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Priority 5 - Revenue to the Town
The amount of revenue paid to the Town has been an important consideration throughout all phases
of the Waterfield procurement process, including the Request For Qualifications, the Request For
Proposals, the evaluation of the submitted proposals, the interviews, and the selection of Civico as
the developer. As such, the potential revenue to the town also has been part of the Housing
Partnership Board’s deliberations.
The following factors have been central to the Housing Partnership Board’s thinking with respect to
revenue.
As the Waterfield land will continue to appreciate in value over time, it is in the town’s long-term
financial interest to continue to own this parcel located within the Town Center for as long a period
of time as possible. As such, the town should lease rather than thinking of selling the land at this
point in time so as to be able to retain this appreciation.
To obtain the State funding necessary to build mixed-income housing projects such as that proposed
for the Waterfield parcel, it is expected that a community will make a matching contribution of some
kind as an indication of commitment in requesting State and other sources of funding. Making
public land available either for free or for less than full market payment is a common form of a local
contribution.
With development of the Waterfield parcel, the town will begin to receive real estate tax payments
for both the residential and commercial components. Parking permit fees represent the only current
source of revenue.
Given these considerations, the Housing Partnership Board concluded that revenue to the Town is
less important than the four other higher recommended priorities .
This is consistent with the conclusions reached, based both on Board and Public input, in the
Request For Qualifications and Request For Proposals stages where revenue to the town is listed 9th.
in the list of evaluation criteria to be considered, with a weight of one compared to the weights of
two, three, and four for the higher ranked criteria.
While the Housing Partnership Board is recommending that less consideration be given to the land
lease payments than other candidate priorities, the Housing Partnership Board feels that it is
important to still obtain a meaningful initial and annual payment for use of the Waterfield land. This
payment, though, should not be so large that it would jeopardize the economic feasibility of the
development or the availability of the State funding necessary to implement this project. Further, the
Housing Partnership Board recommends that any increase in payment above the amount currently
proposed should be allocated for purposes of expanding Winchester’s inventory of income-restricted
mixed-income housing.
Priority 6 - Length of Ground Lease
Regarding the length of the Ground Lease, the Request For Proposals states that the Town
anticipates entering into a 99 year lease for use of the Waterfield land. This is consistent with the
length often used in similar housing development projects. At the same time, the RFP also states that
the term of the lease is to be negotiated.
If it is financially advantageous to the town and to the developer, and importantly also acceptable to
the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) and
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9/7/21, 4:29 PM

Mail - Town Manager - Outlook

League of Women Voters of Winchester Public Comment on Adding Mixed Income
Housing Downtown
Marilyn Mullane <marilynmullane@me.com>
Tue 8/31/2021 6:24 PM
To: Town Manager <tmanager@winchester.us>
Cc: Marilyn Mullane <marilynmullane@me.com>

The League of Women Voters of Winchester supports the “Waterfield Street” housing project[1] as approved by

Town Meeting Members on May 3, 2021 given:

• There was due diligence on this development for over three years, and various aspects of the project
were approved at the 2018 Spring Town Meeting and 2020 Fall Town Meeting,

• There was extensive opportunity for public review and comment,
• The selection of the developer was the result of a competitive procurement process,
• Civico met all of the town’s goals for this development,
• This development has been endorsed by the Select Board, the Planning Board, the Housing
Partnership and the Finance Committee,

• This deal will provide much-needed 40 affordable apartments and 20 market rate apartments; all of
the apartments will count towards the Town’s SHI, bringing the Town closer to meeting its 10%
requirement under Chapter 40B,

• These affordable units will be deed restricted and therefore affordable for the long term,
• Proximity to the MBTA Commuter Rail Station in Winchester Center makes it an ideal “Smart
Growth” development, and

• Contributes to the Town’s goal of being a welcoming and diverse community.
The League of Women Voters has long held positions on affordable housing. By 1969, it had broadened
its fair housing position to include support for an adequate supply of housing for people with low or
moderate incomes. In 2008, the League supported programs, policies and regulations to address the
housing needs of low- and moderate-income families and individuals, including:

• Supporting income eligibility requirements for the purchase and rental of subsidized affordable
housing that are adjusted periodically to reflect current economic factors,

• Establishing periodic reviews of income and asset limitations and eligibility requirements,
• Adopting restrictions on affordable rental and ownership housing units so that the units remain
affordable in perpetuity, and

• Streamlining permitting procedures for Smart Growth incentive programs.
The Waterfield Lot development meets all of the above League positions on affordable housing.
Marilyn Mullane
on behalf of
League of Women Voters of Winchester

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/deeplink?popoutv2=1&version=20210829002.01
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Network for Social Justice Position Paper
Supporting Affordable Housing as the Key Criteria for the Waterfield Lot Development
September 10, 2021
STATEMENT OF POSITION
Diversifying housing options in Winchester is essential to furthering the mission of the Network for Social Justice
(NFSJ), which is to foster a movement for systemic change to advance equity and inclusion in the town of
Winchester and beyond. A successful renegotiation of the contract with CIVICO Development would be an
important and long overdue step toward increasing affordable housing options.
In support of this renegotiation, this paper provides input on the criteria identified by the Select Board.
Of the stated criteria, the most important to NFSJ is that CIVICO Development build a mixed-use, mixed-income
development on the Waterfield Lot with the 40 affordable units originally proposed and, in particular, that
these be priced within the currently proposed 30% to 80% AMI [Boston Area Median Income] levels.
BACKGROUND FOR THE NFSJ’s POSITION:
As a result of Winchester’s existing zoning, single family properties comprise over 70% of our market1. The
median price of the 264 homes sold in the last 12 months, as compiled by the local Multiple Listing Service [MLS],
is $1,301,000. The lowest-priced home sold at $545,000, only 10 of the 264 SF home sales were in the $600k’s,
and the rest were all above.
These prices are not attainable by elders seeking to downsize, most young couples (including those who grew
up in Winchester), and many young families, particularly as so many of the smaller, Cape-style and single-story
homes of 1600-1900 square feet have been demolished and supplanted by two- and three- story homes of 3000
square feet and larger. These prices are also a major hindrance to “workforce” housing those who work for the
town in various capacities or teach in its schools. Since so many two-family homes have been converted to
expensive condominiums, we have a dearth of rental housing, and two recent developments (i.e. Winchester
North and River Street) are not yet built, with the latter development considerably distant from any public
transportation.
Examination of recent data demonstrates that our current housing stock also does not give sustainable options
for many of Winchester’s current residents. Two percent of current Winchester households have incomes below
the poverty line; 31% of Winchester households earn $75,000 or less; and 45% of all renters in town now spend
30% or more of their income toward their rent and utilities costs classifying them as “cost-burdened” by their
housing.2
As compared with almost all of the municipalities in the Commonwealth, Winchester has failed year after year
to attain the total of 10% affordable housing of its housing stock as set by the State. However, we are beginning
to make some small inroads. Based upon our approved proposal to the Department of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD) in October 2018, we now have a Housing Production Plan which puts us on the right track
to create that needed 10%. However, to maintain our certified status with DHCD, we must produce 40 new units
per year, or 79 units over a two-year period. This simply cannot be accomplished by building several two- and
three- unit dwellings on small parcels. Accordingly, as a town we must focus on the availability of larger parcels,
of which there are not many, in order for a developer to propose a financially feasible mixed-income
development.3

The original RFP for the Waterfield Lot recognized that its current use as a parking lot did not serve the town
well financially. The lot is an excellent location for mixed-use, mixed-income housing with a significant number
of affordable units because it places future renters within walking, or wheelchair rolling, distance of shops,
restaurants, pharmacies, grocery basics, and metropolitan transportation. The drafting of that RFP received
significant input from the public, businesses, and town boards. The RFP’s primary objectives were to (1) provide
mixed income rental housing very close to existing transportation options; (2) design a structure and site that
would integrate comfortably with nearby buildings and neighborhood; (3) and result in a reduction of the carbon
emissions consistent with Winchester’s sustainability goals. From those developers who submitted proposals,
CIVICO was originally chosen because it best met these primary objectives.
In June 2021, the NFSJ supported the CIVICO project, and we do so again now. The NFSJ feels very strongly that
the 30% to 80% AMI levels of the 40 affordable units on the Waterfield Lot are the most important item. We join
with the views stated in the Winchester Council on Aging Response of 9/8/2021 and the Winchester Housing
Partnership Board [WHPB] Response of 9/2/2021.
As the Waterfield Lot Task Force and the Select Board study the responses to the six stated criteria, it is crucial
that they recognize that market rate units can all be built on private and much smaller lots and can also be built
in many different places in town serving people with access to their own vehicles. Over a decade of development
in Winchester presents clear evidence of this and these new, larger homes will continue to support our town’s
revenue stream. A parcel which is near a transportation hub and basic needs acquisition is critically important
for those with limited access to vehicles of their own, income limitations, and/or disability issues, which in our
view makes a mixed-income development highly significant.
We believe that, given the Waterfield Lot’s proximity to the MBTA Train Station and the Town Common,
including public spaces in the design will be more inviting and inclusive; similarly, given the location, the outdoor
parking should focus on public parking for shoppers and restaurant patrons not commuters or business workers.
While the town may be able to adjust some aspects of the CIVICO proposal to better meet the town’s financial
objectives, this should not occur by reducing the number of affordable units, changing the AMI levels, or
inserting issues which cause delay and could impair this development from going forward. Of course, there is
higher financial gain by making all or more Waterfield Lot units market rate; but that approach completely
ignores the criteria of the original RFP and the articulated ideals of our Winchester Human Rights Statement,
adopted and reaffirmed by successive Winchester Select Boards.
On behalf of the Network for Social Justice,
Liora Norwich, Executive Director

1

Planning Board Chair, Diab Jerius’s research presented in NFSJ Housing Zoom Presentations April 26 and May 24,
2021.
2
Ibid
3

It is useful to keep in mind that the very large development off Forest Circle on the plateau with steep access
never came to fruition due to multiple access and other issues. Also, the potential interesting mixed-use
development in the north of town off Holton Street was abandoned due to issues with the railroad access and
railroad use. The lesson here is that not all larger parcels are necessarily feasible.

MassHousing, a shorter lease would be acceptable to the Housing Partnership Board. It is
recommended, though, that the length of this lease not be reduced to be less than 65 years.
Based on the information currently available to us, the length of the ground lease is expected to have
minimal, if any, impact on the ability of the developer to increase the amount of their annual
payment to the town. In fact, a shorter lease period is more likely to decrease rather than increase
the amount of the annual lease payment. For the combination of these reasons, the length of the
ground lease is the sixth and lowest recommended priority for negotiation.
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TOWN OF WINCHESTER
PLANNING BOARD
71 Mount Vernon Street
Winchester, MA 01890

Diab Jerius - Chair
Sally Dale - Vice Chair/Clerk
I-Ching Scott
Cheryl Wolfe
September 16, 2021

To:

Waterfield Lot Task Force, Winchester Select Board

Re:

Priorities for negotiations with Civico

Task Force and Select Board Members:
The Planning Board, which serves as the Special Permit Granting Authority for the
Center Business District in Town Center, has devoted considerable resources to studying
the Center, envisioning how it can evolve to meet the residential and commercial needs
of the Town, and drawing up new Zoning Bylaws and Design Regulations to guide its
development. We are keenly sensitive to the difficulties that any development in the
Town Center faces, especially development on the Waterfield Lot.
When the Planning Board ranked the proposals submitted in response to the Waterfield
Lot RFP, we understood that there would inevitably be difficulties negotiating the
sometimes conflicting constraints placed on the project.
We were guided by the principle that the selected project should represent to the fullest
possible extent the values stated through Town Meeting’s endorsement of this site for a
flagship Affordable Housing development, as well as those in the RFP, a document
produced through a collaboration of professional consultants, Town staff, Boards, and
Committees, including the Planning and Select Boards, the latter two being elected
representatives of the Town.
Our evaluation was based upon these (condensed) criteria:
1. A significant Affordable Housing component;
2. Outstanding design, commensurate with or improving upon the best examples of
design in the Town Center;
3. A level of remediation for the loss of public parking.

Our standards were high; the proximity of the Waterfield Lot to Town Commons, at the
very center of the Town, yet very close to residential neighborhoods, requires a high
level of design skill and contextual understanding. It is no exaggeration to state that the
Civico proposal stood well above the others; no mean feat, given the overall quality of all
them.
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In particular,
1. The Civico proposal provides by far the most number of deeded Affordable units,
sufficient in a single project to extend our 40B Safe Harbor by a full year. Any
reduction would be counter-productive.
2. The proposal provides a mix of affordability directly addressing our most
vulnerable and oft neglected residents. While the proportion of units at each
level of AMI may change to improve financial benefits to the Town, the value of
finally providing Affordable housing to these populations should not be
disregarded.
3. The proposal has the highest design quality, most environmentally sustainable
systems, and the most efficient use of land. It provides total unit counts
equivalent to the other proposals, with the lowest building height and significant
public space. Building height in the Town Center is of great concern to many
residents, and of special concern here. While some redesign may be necessary,
the impact of a larger building, in height or footprint, would significantly degrade
the project. Loss of public space, one of the hallmarks of this proposal, would
similarly be detrimental. Substitution of inferior materials or systems, given the
eventual conveyance of the structure to the Town, would be short-sighted.
4. Civico provides, by far, the most units of replacement public parking, albeit at
significant cost. Attempting to recover the majority of spaces on-site would
substantially degrade the quality and contributions of the project. The Board
strongly recommends against coupling development to the construction of
additional parking structures off-site. Such a requirement would derail any
project, given the well documented obstacles to raising such structures, and it is
inappropriate that the onus of resolving parking problems in the Town Center be
borne by a single project.

As the Task Force considers priorities, and the Select Board commences negotiations,
we ask that they consider the entirety of the values the project brings, and not
compromise the excellence that it offers.
Respectfully,

Diab Jerius
Planning Board Chair
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Thursday, September 16, 2021
To: Winchester Select Board Chair and present and past Finance Committee Chairs
Dear Ms. Verdicchio, Ms. Blackwell, and Mr. Rascionato,
We are writing as Town Meeting members who voted to support the LDA for the Waterfield Lot and
who have followed the process since. We’d like to share some observations and express our hopes
that when Town Meeting considers the next phase of this project, the Select Board and Finance
Committee can come to the floor with an agreed-upon set of facts and analyses and a transparent
discussion of the debate. It is not necessary that everyone agree on the path forward, but it is
important that there be a respectful, accurate and valid presentation of the facts and arguments in
the debate.
The June 22 Waterfield Lot ballot question required citizens to weigh conflicting information about
the facts surrounding the vote of Town Meeting. Much of the confusion surrounded
communication (or lack thereof) by the Town – of what was or was not the stance of the Town’s
Finance Committee and whether there was “a better deal” for the Town.
The Citizens for a Better Waterfield (CBW) Committee campaigned against the current LDA, urging
that there are “Better Paths forward,” while also citing a “Fin Com model” to substantiate its claims
and position, implying that their committee’s stances aligned with the position of the Town Finance
Committee. However, the majority of the Finance Committee had voted to recommend favorable
action on the Waterfield LDA.
The charge of the new Waterfield Task Force group is to evaluate and recommend improvements to
the Civico deal, which will presumably include a new set of analyses by the newly hired outside
consultant and another vote of the Select Board, the Finance Committee and Town Meeting. It will
be important to be operating with a shared set of facts and to clarify any misunderstanding about
what was then or is now the stance of the Town’s Finance Committee.
We strongly suggest that you answer or address these questions/requests to help the public’s
understanding and clarify any confusion:
● Can the past and present Finance Committee chairs confirm: Did the Finance Committee
vote in 2021 to endorse the spreadsheet model with 99-year forecasts cited by the CBW as
a valid and appropriate financial analysis of the Article 6 we were asked to vote on and did
the CBW (https://letwinchestervoteonwaterfield.com) accurately represent the Fin Com’s
view?
o If yes, does the Finance Committee currently stand by that analysis?
o If no, can Town Meeting receive both a majority and minority written report
describing their respective reasoning then and now?
● If the “Fin Com model” remains in use by the Finance Committee (or any of its members),
and/or if a new one is developed, please share it fully with Town Meeting members,
including any passwords required to unlock formulas.
● We ask the Select Board and Finance Committee to meet jointly to review what additional
analyses, if any, the Town will need to complete before renegotiating with Civico and

coming back to Town Meeting. If there are minority views on the path(s) forward, please be
prepared to share transparent reports of both.
● Please provide opportunities for the public and members of Town Meeting to attend one or
more hearing(s) by the Select Board on the next steps with respect to moving forward with
the Waterfield Lot.
Everyone can agree this is an important decision for the Town of Winchester, including the Citizens
for a Better Waterfield committee, which expressed that their goal was to “assure every citizen has
the opportunity to examine the data objectively." In addition to financial considerations, there are
other considerations the Town and public must weigh in an open, respectful, and transparent way.
Let’s restore trust by having an open discussion and agreement on the facts as we move forward.
Sincerely,
Town Meeting members (listed alphabetically):
Christa Anzalone-Russo, Precinct 1
Linda M. Baba, Precinct 7
Charlene C. Band, Precinct 5
Catherine C. Bauer, Precinct 8
Janet G. Boswell, Precinct 3
Bryn Buck, Precinct 7
Caren M. Connelly, Precinct 3
Roseanne Coric, Precinct 5
Pamela Cort, Precinct 5
Emanuel D’Ambrosio, Precinct 6
Sally K. Dale, Precinct 7
Deborah DePeter, Precinct 7
Janice A. Dolan, Precinct 5
Norman E. Doucette, Jr. Precinct 8
Stephen Engel, Precinct 4
Alan Field, Precinct 5
Michael Galvin, Precinct 2
Russell J. Gay, Precinct 8
Lance R. Grenzeback, Precinct 3
Joan M. Grenzeback, Precinct 3
Wei Han, Precinct 6
Thomas R. Howley, Precinct 3
Tara M. Hughes, Precinct 1
Elisa Jazan, Precinct 3
Robert L. Johnson, Precinct 5
David S. Judelson, Precinct 2
Kristine Kamikawa, Precinct 2

Cc:

Ms. Von Mering, Town Moderator
Ms. Lisa Wong, Town Manager

Aileen Barcus Kounaves, Precinct 4
Amanda Lewis, Precinct 1
Susan Kopman Lewis, Precinct 3
Douglas A. Marmon, Precinct 1
Meredith Mason-Crowley, Precinct 1
Reagan McCain, Precinct 8
Margaret T. McIndoe, Precinct 6
Mary Kay McIntyre, Precinct 4
Maureen Meister, Precinct 3
Frieda Nace, Precinct 8
Christian D. Nixon, Precinct 1
Donnette Peltier, Precinct 7
Sally Quinn, Precinct 4
Heidi Rutstein DiLeo, Precinct 5
Carol S. Savage, Precinct 5
Colin G. Simson, Precinct 5
Steven J. Singer, Precinct 8
Noha Soliman, Precinct 6
Caroline B. Staudt, Precinct 5 (currently on
sabbatical)
Wendy Swanton, Precinct 5
Ruth Trimarchi, Precinct 5
Robin Vos, Precinct 3
Joyce Westner, Precinct 5
Colin White, Precinct 2
Theodore Wilson, Precinct 4
Stephanie Zaremba, Precinct 2

